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IDENTIFYING A PERFORMER DURING A
PLAYING OF A VIDEO

closed herein is the synergistic integration of a map of the
content of the video With the playing of the video to satisfy the

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

more informed video vieWing experience.
Accordingly, it is an object of the present inventions to

real-time informational interests of a user and to deliver a

1. Field of the Invention

provide, during a playing of a video, With ef?cient access to
information that identi?es the performer/character that is
depicted in a segment Within a video.
It is also an object to provide for an appropriately labeled

Systems for, and methods of, providing, a user, during a
playing of a video, an identi?cation of the performer of the
character that is depicted in a video. The source of the iden

tifying information is provided by a map of the video that
identi?es the performer/ characters that are visually depicted
Within the video. The map of the video may be provided by

key on a remote control device for ef?cient access to the

performer/character identi?cation function.
It is also an object to link the identi?cation of the per
former/character With other content available, Within the

the source that provides the video or by a source other than the
source that provides the video. A source of the video may be

video, for the selected performer/ character.
It is also an object to link the identi?cation of the per

a hard format such as a DVD or Blu-ray disc, or a soft format

that is broadcasted, narroWcasted, delivered on-demand,

former/character With other content available, from a source

streamed, and/or doWnloaded by a variety of means such as

external to the video, for the selected performer/ character.
Brie?y, these and other objects are accomplished by auto
active capabilities and functions provided by systems com

over-the-air broadcast, cable, satellite, cellular, intemet, and
any other means of receiving content/data. The means for

playing the video comprises any device capable of playing

20

video segment information, such as information that identi
?es performers and characters that are depicted Within the
video.

and/ or smart phone.

2. Description of the Related Art

DVDs and Blu-rays are “optical discs” capable of storing

prising, and methodologies utiliZing processing, random
accessing, and control softWare functions, integrated With

video such as, for example, an optical disc player, a personal
computer, a set box, a multimedia player, gaming device,
25

In one of a number of embodiments, a video is ?rst ana

one full length motion picture in one of tWo layers on either

lyZed to de?ne segments Within the video responsive to the

side of the disc. Optical discs generally provide scene selec
tion and subtitles and/or closed captioning in a plurality of

depiction of a signi?cant or noteWorthy character and/ or per
former. Segments are associated With a descriptor relating to
the depiction of a character and the performer of that charac
ter. Each of the characters is associated With an image of the

languages. Among other features, some optical discs include
multiple camera angles for a scene, and the capability to play

30

character from the video, preferably a 2T-shot featuring the
character, and each of the performers is associated With an
image of the performer such as a publicity head shot. During

one of a plurality of different content versions (eg a direc
tor’s cut or unrated version and an “R” rated versions). Blu
rays provide more advanced features such as a search func

tion that list keyWords corresponding to noteWorthy names,
items, and actions, and enable a user to select a keyWord to

retrieve segments matching the keyWord selection.
Devices capable of playing optical discs provide for,
among other features, fast-forWard, fast-reWind, skip-for
Ward or skip-backWards by chapters, turn on/off subtitles,
subtitle and audio language selection, camera angle selection,
and optical disc menu navigation to select, for example, mul
tiple content versions.
While the optical discs formats provide many capabilities
and functions exceeding those provided by, for example, con
ventional linear playback formats, many of the capabilities

35

playback of the video, When a user desires to identify the
name of the performer and/ or character depicted in any par
ticular segment of the video, the user activates a dedicated
“Who” feature that enables the display of information iden

tifying the performers and characters at that particular seg
40

ment. The softWare routines supporting the Who feature iden
tify the current location in the video, query a segment
database to ?nd the segment that includes the current location

Within its beginning and ending frames, retrieve performer/
character identifying information such as the performer’s and
45

and functions do not fully realiZe the potential of a random

the character’s name together With a picture to enable visual
identi?cation by the user.

This and other embodiments, features, advantages, and

access video playback capability that is synergistically inte

objects, are apparent in the context of the detailed description,

grated With a map of the content of the video. Optical disc
playback devices do not provide a readily accessible identi
?cation of a performer/character depicted in a segment Within

accompanying draWings, and appended claims that folloW.
50

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

a video. These de?ciencies are not addressed by the many

sources that provide a listing of the performer/ characters

The folloWing draWing ?gures, Which form a part of this

present in a video, including, for example, the beginning and
ending credits in a video, information in optical disc packag
ing, video listings, and a great variety of Web sites, or the

application, are illustrative of embodiments of the present
invention and are not meant to limit the scope of the invention
55 in any manner.

FIG. 1A is a representation of a video frame Within a

various sources that may identify performer/ characters
present in the clips of a video.

motion picture;
FIG. 1B is a representation of a video frame Within a

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTIONS
60

The present inventions relate generally to system and
methods for providing a user, during playback of a segment
from Within a video, an identi?cation of the performer/char
acter that is depicted in that segment. By contrast to the usual
passive vieWing of a video, or the interactive playing of a
video, as in the playing of a computer game, a primary ele

ment of the “autoactive” systems and methodologies dis

motion picture and the display of a visual depiction of char
acters and corresponding performer’s and character’s name;
FIG. 1C is a representation of a video frame Within a

motion picture and the display of a visual depiction of per

formers and corresponding performer’s and character’s
name;
65
FIG. 1D is a representation of a video frame Within a

motion picture and the display of a visual depiction of both

performers and characters;

US 8,494,346 B2
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(eg mysteries), and/or time and date that the user may desire
to vieW a video. Programming preferences are principally
directed at the selection of a speci?c video.

FIG. 1E is a representation of a video frame Within the

motion picture at a subsequent instance Within the same clip
as in FIG. 1A;
FIG. 1F illustrates a frame accurate embodiment Where the

The term “content-on-demand system” refers to a video
on-demand system that is responsive to a user’ s content pref
erences. A content-on-demand system not only permits a user
to obtain a speci?c video(s) or segment(s) of videos in
response to the user’s programming preferences, a content
on-demand system also permits the user to receive a version
of the video(s) or segment(s) of videos that are responsive to
the user’s other types of content preferences. A content-on

display of character/performer identi?cation information is
limited to the characters actually depicted in the video frame;
FIG. 1G is a representation of a video screen Where the

display of character/performer identi?cation is not superim
posed on the video;
FIG. 1H is a representation of a video screen illustrating in
combination With FIG. 1G a continuous display of character/

performer identi?cation;

demand system and the delivery of variable content video

FIG. 2A is a representation of a video frame Within a

services as described herein may utiliZe a variety of types of

motion picture comprising a playback control panel;

hardWare and netWork infrastructure and are not limited to

FIG. 2B is a magni?ed representation of the playback
control panel shoWn in FIG. 2A;

any particular hardWare or netWork infrastructure that may be

employed in a given implementation.

FIG. 3 is an illustration of a remote control device;
FIG. 4 is a How chart of a method for providing a user an

The term “dialog” refers to a dialog, conversation, mono

logue, lyric, utterance, and/or communication. Dialog also

identi?cation of the performer/character during playback of a

video;

20

The term “item” refers to: (i) an object, article, artifact,
instrument, device, or product; (ii) a speci?c act or action

transmitter multimedia player; and
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a video provider and end
user netWork architecture.

Within an activity, process, event, or operation; (iii) an emo
25

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTIONS

US. Pat. Nos. 5,434,678; 6,192,340; 6,208,805; 6,408,
128; 6,504,990; 6,553,178; and their respective divisions are
incorporated herein by reference. Where a particular detail

tion, expression, gesture, or movement; (iv) an effect, conse
quence, or result; (v) a sound, occasional foreign language, or
melodic content; (vi) a portion of a dialog, line, or linguistic

expression; (vii) a special effect, cinematographic effect,
30

technical transition, or production error; and/ or (viii) a cameo
or special appearance.

The term “keyWords” refers to Words, terms, phrases, des

ignations, codes, descriptors, labels, data, metadata, num

disclosed in an incorporated reference and a detail described

bers, or other information that identi?es, describes, and/or

here may appear inconsistent, the detail disclosed in the
incorporated reference should be understood as an alternative

comprises information that may be included in the subtitles or

the closed captioning.

FIG. 5 is a How chart of a method for creating video map;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a multisource receiver

35

detail description.

categoriZes content of a video or portions of a video. Key

Words comprise, for example, Words that identify, describe,
and/or categoriZe the content of an item segment or of a
thematic segment Within a video.

For purposes of the present disclosure, various terms used
in the art are de?ned as folloWs:

The term “keyWording” refers to associating keyWords.

The term “associate” refers to assign, give, allocate, asso

and/or a participant in a video, typically displaying human

The term “netWor ” herein refers to any private or public,
Wired or Wireless video transmission infrastructure, such as
may be provided by the utiliZation of one or a hybrid combi

like qualities.

nation of the folloWing: ?ber optic, coaxial cable, tWisted

ciate, designate, ascribe, attribute, link, and/or relate.

40

The term “character” refers to a role or a part in a video,

The term “chapter” refers to a division of a video generally

de?ned by the author of the video. Optical discs, for example,
typically have multiple chapters such as With DVDs, Which

45

Examples include a Broadband Integrated Services Digital
NetWork (“B-ISDN”) utiliZing ?ber optic cable in its primary
trunks, a Digital Subscriber Line that provides high band

often refer to a chapter as a scene.

The term “clip” refers to a segment that is smaller than a
chapter and usually smaller than a scene. A clip includes one

or more contiguous shots, and usually depicts the same pri

Width over tWisted copper-pair phone lines, and the inteme. In
50

mary characters Within a location. A clip’s de?nition is

responsive to a material change in the participation of the
principal characters, a material change in location, and/or a
distinct change in thematic content or topic of conversation.
The term “content preferences” refers, speci?cally and
principally, although not exclusively, to a user’s preferences
for the form of expression, explicitness, the absence of obj ec

tionable segments, content categories and levels, length,
detail, subjects, versions, thematic content, and items.A set of
content preferences also includes technical preferences and

copper Wire, cellular, radio, satellite, and/or other existing
and/or forthcoming video transmission technologies.

55

the broadest sense, a netWork also comprises the utiliZation
of, for example, the US. Postal Service to deliver DVDs.
The term “noteworthy” in connection With content refers to
content that: (i) may be of interest to a signi?cant audience;

(ii) is noteWorthy, remarkable, or compelling; and/or (iii) is
uncommon, atypical, peculiar, unusual, unique, rare, or

extraordinary.
The term “performer” refers to an individual, participant,
actor, or actress, appearing in a video and/ or credited for the
60

physical and/or the verbal performance of a character. A
performer refers to, for example, an actor in a motion picture,

presentation preferences. In the broadest sense, the term con

an athlete in a televised sporting event, a neWscaster in a neWs

tent preferences fur‘ther comprises video, programming, and

program, and a chef in a cooking shoW.
The term “playing”, as in playing a segment of a video,

subject matter preferences (collectively “programming pref
erences”). Programming preferences refer exclusively to a
user’s preferences as to speci?c videos (e.g. Sega’s “Sherlock
Holmes Consulting Detective”), types of videos (e.g. inter
active video detective games), broad subject matter of videos

refers to playing meaningfully, or substantially all or a portion
65

of a segment. In other Words, While a method or system may

suggest or intend to play the entirety of, or all, of a segment,
it is not necessarily required that in doing so every aspect of

US 8,494,346 B2
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the video segment, audio, sub picture segment portion, inter

The term “video-on-demand system” refers to any video

leaved unit, frame, and/or bit of data of the segment Will be
played or need be played.
The term “search terms” refers to terms, Words, phrases,

preferences, i.e. provides a user-selected video at a user

designations, codes, descriptors, labels, data, metadata, num

ies-on-demand, video dial tone, cellular video, and digital

bers, or other information that identi?es, describes, or speci
?es What is being searched.

preferences and that provide play control functionality in the

delivery system that is responsive to a user’s programming
selected time. V1deo-on-demand comprises for example mov
satellite systems that are responsive to a user’s time and date

The terms “segment” and “video segment” refer to one or

vieWing of a video.

more video frames.

Where not clearly and unambiguously inconsistent With

The term “shot” refers to a sequence of video frames result
ing from a single continuous run of a video camera.
The terms “thematic” or “theme”, refer to a theme, subject,

the speci?c context, these and other terms de?ned herein are
to be understood in the broadest sense.

The teachings herein With respect to a video may be applied
to, for example, any type or kind of content that may be

topic, composition, concept, motif, idea, sequence, and/or
activity. Thematically related video content may comprise: i)
a particular activity, process, event or operation; or ii) a par

captured in a video format, including motion pictures, mov

ticular topic in a conversation, discussion, or dialog.

ies, television programs, neWs programs, sports programs,

educational videos, advertisements, informationals, commer
cials, and other videos that promote products and services.

The term “thematic segment” refers to a sequence of video

frames comprising thematically related video content. A the
matic segment is generally smaller than a chapter, generally
comprises one or more contiguous shots of video occurring

While a particular feature may be detailed With respect to a
20

during a contiguous period of time, and is generally longer
than an item segment and a dialog segment.
The term “user” as used herein is meant to include and be

interchangeable With the Words “player” (When referring to a
person), “subscriber”, and “vieWer”. That is, the term “user”

25

speci?ed type of video, it is intended to apply the teachings
herein broadly and harmoniously across all different types
and classes of video, including, for example, and not by Way
of limitation, a variable content video and a variable content
game.
FIG. 1A is a representation of a video frame Within a

is to be understood in the general sense of, for example, a

motion picture. The frame 100 of the video depicts three

person actively using video content, passively vieWing a
video, interactively playing a video game, retrieving video
from a video provider, and/or actively using multimedia,

characters: a boy carrying balloons 110, a girl 120, and a man
130.

interne, and/or communication services.

FIG. 1B is a representation of a video frame Within a
30

The term “variable content video” refers to a video char

FIG. 1A and depicts the three characters: a boy carrying

acterized by a nonlinear architecture facilitating a variety of
possible logical sequences of segments. A variable content
video comprises segment information and parallel, transi

tional, and/or overlapping segments. The parallel, transi
tional, and/or overlapping segments may support, for
example, objectionable content control and focused versions.

motion picture With a “Who” feature activated. In this
instance the frame 100 of the video is the same as shoWn in
balloons 110, a girl 120, and a man 130. In one embodiment,
superimposed on that frame of video are a visual depiction of

35

each of the characters and corresponding performer’s and
character’s name. In the case of the boy carrying balloons
1 10, an image of the character extracted from Within the video

A variable content video may also include a user interface,

is displayed 111, together With the performer’s name “Billy

softWare program routines, and system control codes for con

Hope” 112 and the character’s name “Balloon Boy” 113. In
the case of the girl 120, an image of the character extracted

trolling the playing of the video/audio.

40

from Within the video is displayed 121, together With the

The terms “video” and “video program” are interchange
able and refer to any video image regardless of the source,

performer’s name “Jenn Starlight” 122 and the character’s

motion, or technology implemented. Unless otherWise quali

name “Sunshine” 123. In the case of the man 130, an image of

?ed to mean a computer softWare program, the term “pro

the character extracted from Within the video is displayed

gram” is interchangeable and may be replaced With the Word
video. A video comprises images found in full motion picture

45

131, together With the performer’s name “Jonny Deep” 132

programs and ?lms, in interactive electronic games, and in

and the character’s name “Rich Suit” 133. An image of a
character depicted in a video need not be extracted from the

video produced by multi-media systems. Video comprises
still characters, graphics, images, motion pictures, ?lms, and

video itself, a suitable image of the character may be provided
by a great variety of means including, for example, doWn

multimedia productions; full motion pictures and television
programming; neWs, sports, cultural, entertainment, com
mercial, advertisements, instructional, and educational pro
gramming. As the context permits, a video may also comprise
video, audio, sub picture information, a video map (e.g.,
navigation data), or other information associated With the

50

The embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1B offers several

advantages. For example, the inclusion of an identifying pic
ture 111, 121, 131 enables easy visual identi?cation by the
55

user. FIG. 1B shoWs that the visual depiction that is extracted
from Within the video is a suitable video frame, preferable
depicting a close-up, 2T-shot or medium shot of only one
character. A visual depiction need not be limited to a single

60

The inclusion of an identifying picture or video content from
Within the video is in certain situations more advantageous in

video, such as a user interface, softWare program routines,

and system control codes.

The terms “video map”, “map”, and “segment map”, refer
to a combination, arrangement, table, database, or listing of
information comprising an identi?cation of a beginning and

loading a character image from a suitable Website by means of

a link provided With identifying information.

image or frame of video, a visual depiction comprises video.

ending of one or more segments and at least one descriptor
associated With at least one segment or a sequence of seg

facilitating identi?cation than including an image of the per

ments. A descriptor is a Word, term, code, phrase, or desig
nation to describe or categoriZe. A video map comprises, for

former, such as may be obtained from a current publicity

and ?elds, database, metadata, or xml ?le, or other data com

headshot or close-up photograph. Often a performer in role is
not recogniZable or easily recogniZable from a current pho
to graph. Providing the character name is also advantageous in

prising segment information.

enabling the user to learn the character’s name.

example, a combination, arrangement, table, listing, tables

65
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Nonetheless, in a preferred embodiment, and optionally in

character/performer identi?cation information is not dis

response to a pre-established user preference, the visual

played. Instead only the girl’s 120 character/performer iden

depiction is a current image of the performer. In the alternate
embodiment, instead of being extracted from Within the
video, the visual depiction is an image of a current publicity
close-up photograph of the performer. FIG. 1C is a represen
tation of a video frame Within a motion picture and the display
of a visual depiction of performers and corresponding per

ti?cation information (121, 122, 123), and the man’s 130

character/performer identi?cation information (131, 132,
133) are displayed. A frame accurate mapping of information
may be adjusted to overcome its limitations by the implemen

tation of algorithms that, for example, address proximity,
velocity of shot changes, and/or changes in scenes/chapters.

former’s and character’ s name. In the case of the boy carrying

For example, the Who function could utiliZe the performer/

balloons 110, the image of the character extracted from

character identi?cation data associated With the current video

Within the video is not displayed, and instead an image of a

frame and the data associated With the preceding six seconds
of video. The Who function could, alternatively or addition
ally utiliZe all the frame data of the video frames that are
Within a clip de?nition.
A frame accurate mapping of information can elegantly
support a continuous display of identi?cation information

current publicity close-up photograph of the performer 114 is
used (the boy has gotten older). Similarly, in the case of the
girl 120 and the man 130 images of current publicity close-up
photograph of the performers 124 134 are used. Such an

image and other suitable images may be provided by a great
variety of means including, for example, doWnloading an
image from a suitable Website by means of a link provided

With identifying information.
The particular embodiments shoWn in FIG. 1B and FIG. 1C

20

may be offered to the user as a user con?gurable option and/or

synergistically combined. FIG. 1D shoWs one of many pos

FIG. 1G is a representation of a video screen Where the

display of character/performer identi?cation information is

sible manners in Which a vieWer may be provided access to

both a visual depiction of the character that is extracted from
Within the video and an image of a current close-up photo

contemporaneously With the playing of the video. The display
of identi?cation information need not require the pausing of
the playing of the video. The Who function may be continu
ously activated and updated While video is playing and be
responsive to an on/ off toggle.

25

advantageously not superimposed on the video. Large screen
and monitors 190 can easily accommodate both the continued

graph for the performer of the character. In the example of

playing of the video 100 and the display of contemporane

FIG. 1D, in the case of the man 130, the image of the character
extracted from Within the video 131 is shoWn underneath the

ously updated character/performer identi?cation (131, 132,

overlapping image of a current close-up photograph 134. The

ment offers advantages that are independent of Whether a

“check” mark 135 next to the performer name indicates that

the image is of the performer and not of the character. In the
case of the girl 120, for example, clicking the character name
122 or image 124, the image of the character extracted from
Within the video 121 is brought forWard and shoWn on top of
the image of a current publicity close-up photograph 124. The

133; 111, 112, 113; and 121, 122, 123). This display arrange
30

implemented and Whether the display of character/performer

identi?cation is contemporaneously updated.
An embodiment that relies on frame accurate character/
35

“check” mark 125 next to the character name indicates that

the image is of the character and not of the performer.
In the illustration of FIGS. 1A and 1B, the frame of the
40

Who function enabled, character/performer identi?cation
131,132,133;111,112,113;and 121,122,123 are provided.
By comparison, in this illustration of FIG. 1H, since the
playback of the video has not been paused, a subsequent

video frame 101 Within the motion picture at a subsequent
instance Within the same clip that includes the video frame
100 shoWn in FIG. 1A. In this case, the camera has focused on

performer identi?cation information is capable of providing
contemporaneously updated frame accurate identi?cation of
the character/performer actually depicted in each video frame
as the video frame is displayed. As illustrated in FIG. 1G, the
video frame 100 played on the screen 190 depicts a boy
carrying balloons 110, a girl 120, and a man 130. With the

motion picture is unchanged. In other Words, the example
presumes that the user has activated the Who feature at that
instant that the target character is on the screen. This need not
be and is often not the case. FIG. IE is a representation of a

video segment or video frame mapping methodology is

video frame 101 is played on the screen 190. This particular
45

the girl 120 and the man 130, and the boy 110 depicted in the
video frame 100 of FIG. 1A is not present in the shot (frame
101 of FIG. 1E. Since the segment de?nition is controlled by
the clip speci?cation, and in this instance video frame 101 is

video frame only depicts the girl 120, and the man 130 char
acters. Accordingly, as the Who function has not been turned

off, the character/performer identi?cation 131, 132, 133; and

identi?cation of the performers and characters (111, 112,

121, 122, 123 are only provided for the girl 120, and the man
130 characters. This process of providing contemporaneously
updated frame accurate identi?cation of the character/per
former Would be continued While the video is being played

113) (121, 122, 123) (131, 132, 133) as is, for example, shoWn

and the Who function is activated.

Within the same segment de?nition as video frame 100, the

50

in FIG. 1B remains the same.

To activate the Who feature, a user may be provided a

An embodiment that is based on clip de?nitions offers
advantages over an embodiment based on a precise video

55

frame speci?c identi?cation. A clip based embodiment does

number of means, including, onscreen playback controls,
remote control keys, voice control, other user interfaces, and/

not require the user to pause the playing of the video at a video

or any combinations of these methodologies and means. FIG.
2A is a representation of a video frame Within a motion

frame depicting the character of interest since it is not depen

picture comprising a playback control panel 201 as may be

advantageously implemented in, for example, a personal

dent on the actual contemporaneous onscreen presence of that

character. Nonetheless, precise video frame speci?c identi?
cation, as might be generated by image recognition method

60 computer mouse control embodiment or a touch screen con

trol embodiment. On either embodiment, clicking or touching

ologies, can provide, in an alternate embodiment, the source

the loWer portion of the screen Would cause the display of the

of character/performer identifying information. FIG. 1F illus

playback control panel 201 that comprises a plurality of but
tons/ obj ects each associated With a respective event.

trates a frame accurate embodiment Where the display of

character/performer identi?cation information is limited to
the characters actually depicted in the video frame. In this
example, since frame 101 does not depict the balloon boy, his

65

FIG. 2B is a magni?ed representation of the playback
control panel shoWn in FIG. 2A. The play control panel com
prises a plurality of play control buttons/obj ects 220, such as
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Skip Back Clip/ Segment Set 221, Fast Rewind 222, Play/
Pause Toggle 223, Play From 224, Fast Forward 225, and
Skip Forward Clip/ Segment Set 226. In this example, the play
control panel also comprises plurality of function activation
buttons/objects 210, such as Exit 211, Help 212, What 213,

ity of videos. If the embodiment relies on segment de?nitions
420, then the segment information is queried 421 to ?nd the
segment that includes the current location Within its begin
ning and ending frames. If a segment de?nition is not avail
able that includes the current location Within its beginning
and ending frames or such a segment does not provide per
former/character identifying information 422, then an imme

Who 214, Shopping 215, and Current Video Location 216.
Clicking or pressing the Who 214 play control button/ obj ect
causes the activation of the Who functions.
A remote control device as per the teachings herein may be
based on any number of technologies both Wired and non
Wired. FIG. 3 is an illustration of a remote control device 300

diately preceding, i.e., play sequence, segment may be uti

that, for example, comprises: a display screen 301 that addi

of the performers and characters.

tionally responsibly labels interactively de?ned function keys

If the embodiment does not rely on segment de?nitions
420, then an alternative de?nition, such as a video frame, may

liZed 423. In the event that an immediately preceding segment
is utiliZed 423, the video may be automatically reWound to a
suitable video frame prior to the display of the identi?cation

302; screen position and menu controls 303; telephonic

alphanumeric key pad 304; speaker 305; microphone 306;
channel controls 307; volume controls 308; play control keys
320 (eg Pause/Play) and Play From 324. This particular
remote control embodiment additionally implements a plu
rality of dedicated function activation keys, such as Exit 311,

Help 312, What 313, Who 314, and Shopping 315.
Alternatively, function activation may be provided by the

20

display screen 301 that Would responsibly label interactively
de?ned function keys 302. The interactively de?ned and
labeled function keys permit a reduced set of function keys to
provide access to individual sets of multiple functions as is

nition, such as the data associated With the current video

25

suggested by the illustration.

frame, is utiliZed 427.
In either embodiment, the segment de?nition or alternative
de?nition is associated With performer and/ or character iden

tifying information and performer and/or character image

In particular the interactively de?ned and labeled function

information Which are utiliZed to retrieve the performer’s
name and/ or character’s name 431, and an appropriate image

keys may be automatically con?gured and recon?gured by a

of the performer and/or character 432. The performer/char

speci?c video transmission or other information doWnloaded

from, for example, the multimedia player. For example, When

be utiliZed. An alternative preferred embodiment utiliZes the
performer/character identi?cation data associated With the
current video frame. If, optionally, for example, the data
associated With the current video frame is augmented by
including the data associated With each of the video frames in,
for example, the preceding six seconds of video 425, then the
expanded data is utiliZed 426. OtherWise, the alternative de?

30

a speci?c vieWer accesses the remote control, the display may

acter identifying information, such as the performer’s name
and/or the character’s name together With an image of the

shoW blinking icons for voicemail and email received for that

performer and/or character to enable visual identi?cation by

individual.
Keys may be labeled, and other keys found in the art may be

the user are displayed 433. The segment information or alter
native de?nition information provide a reference to enable a

added responsive to the particular requirements of the func

35

retrieval of a visual depiction of the performer and/ or char
acter. For example, in the case of a character, the reference to
a visual depiction Would identify a video frame Within the
video that can be used to pre-extract an image of the character

40

needed, or the character image may be extracted from Within

tions implemented. Further, the capabilities, functions, keys
and other elements of a remote control device may be syner

gistically integrated With a remote keyboard With integrated
touch pad and/or pointing device. In such embodiments, the
function keys or dedicated keys, for example, may be con?g

and store in volatile or non-volatile memory for use When

the video folloWing the Who activation. The character image

ured to provide direct access to the various functions.
FIG. 4 is a How chart of a method for providing a user an

identi?cation of the performer/character during playback of a
video. When, during a playing of a video 401, processing
softWare receives a function activation event, it determines

45

Whether it is a Who function activation event or not 402. If the

Who function activation is not activated, then the appropriate
function is processed 403
Optionally, the activation of the Who function causes pro
cessing softWare to automatically pause the playing of the
video if not already paused 411. The pausing of the video 411

may be provided by a source other than the source of the
video, and the reference may comprise data, e.g., a link to a
Website, to enable retrieval. Similarly, in the case of a per
former, the reference to a visual depiction may identify a
location in the source of the video (e.g., the DVD) Where a

suitable image may be provided that can be retrieved and
pre-stored in volatile or non-volatile memory for use When
50

needed, or the performer image may be extracted from Within
the video folloWing the Who activation. Alternatively, the
image of the performer may be provided by a source other

may be optional as a user may desire that the video continue

than the source of the video, and the reference to a visual

playing and the Who function Would dynamically respond to
changes in the current play location. As detailed With respect

a Website, to enable retrieval from that source.

to FIGS. 1G and 1H a user may prefer to obtain contempo

depiction of the performer may comprise data, e.g., a link to
55

raneously updated frame accurate identi?cation of the char
acter/performer as the video continues to be played. In such
cases, user preference Would disable the Who function from

automatically pausing the playing of the video.
The Who function processing softWare identi?es the cur

60

rent video being played 412; identi?es the current location,
e. g., time code, frame identi?er, or some other indicator of the
place or location, Within the video at Which the video Was
paused, the Who request Was received, or a current changing
play location 413. The identi?cation of the current video 412
is material in those situations Where the presentation com

prises the playing of segments retrieved from Within a plural

If a performer/character is associated With additional infor
mation 440, the extra information may be provided to the user

at this point 441. OtherWise, the Who function is terminated
by an appropriate user termination event 449, e.g., a play
request or escape request. Performer/character extra informa
tion may comprise a brief biography, a list of other videos that
may be available, e.g., a ?lmography, a fan site, personal

information, public appearances, and/or information internal
to the video and speci?c to that performer/character, such as
65

the performer/character’s best lines, subjects, memorable
moments, etc. A variety of methodologies may be imple
mented to enable the user to activate the extra information 441

features. For example, the identi?cation of the performers
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and/or characters may constitute a button/object associated
With a “clickable” event that When activated Would launch the
extra information routines.

comprises, for example, a chapter, scene, clip, a segment
depicting an item, act, and/or dialog. A beginning and ending
of a segment may be de?ned by a variety of means including,
for example, time codes in a seconds and milliseconds format
or an HH: MM: SS :FF (Hours, Minutes, Seconds, and Frames)

Dependent on the particular embodiment, the pausing of
the video 411 and/ or identi?cation of the current location 413

format, bit positions, logical positions identi?ers, or any for

may be responsive to a user’ s preestablished delay adjustment
preference, such as, a user’s speci?c previously de?ned
amount of time, e. g. 10 seconds to alloW for delays by the user
to activate the Who functions. Herein, Whether a user’s pref

mat that can consistently accurately identify a location or
position in a video.
The data further comprises a name of a character depicted
Within a de?ned video segment. In other Words, the data
provides the means for identifying characters that are

erence or a system’s preference, preestablished means that
the amount is not dependent on a user’s action at the time of

the request. Preestablished does not necessarily mean that the

depicted Within a video segment. This is accomplished, by for

preference is not responsive to the particular segment being

example, directly associating a character’s name With a seg
ment in Which the character is depicted or associating a ref

played. In those instances that the playing of the video is voice
controlled, separate default values may be established to

erence, to a character’s name, With a segment in Which the

character is depicted.

accommodate the fact that user may be more likely to say
Who faster than to be able to press a Who button on a remote

The data further comprises a name of a performer of a

control specially While vieWing a full length motion picture.

depicted character. As previously de?ned, the term performer

In a preferred embodiment, rather than a user con?guring the
system at the time of installation or a ?rst playing, autoactive

20

softWare routines Would learn the user’s preferences from the

user’s actions, and adjust the various settings accordingly.

example, an actor in a motion picture, an athlete in a televised
sporting event, a neWscaster in a neWs program, and a chef in

The How chart of FIG. 4 is intentionally drafted to disclose
a number of possible embodiments. A number of permuta

tions, combinations, substitutions in the speci?c steps, and
recursive functions may be initiated at different points in the
process than those illustrated. Further, the detailed disclosure
With respect to FIGS. 1A-1H offer additional elements that
may be synergistically implemented in one of many possible
embodiments.
An embodiment of the system and method of the present

refers to an individual, participant, actor, or actress, appearing
in a video and/ or credited for the physical and/or the verbal
performance of a character. A performer refers to, for

25

a cooking shoW. Accordingly the data provides the means for
identifying Who are the performers of the characters that are

depicted Within the video. This is accomplished, by for
example, directly associating a performer’s name to a char
acter’s name or associating a performer reference, to a char
acter’s name or reference.
30

The data further comprises a reference to a visual depiction
of a depicted character. A visual depiction is any image or

invention comprises: (i) de?ning segments Within a video

representation in image form, irrespective of the source,

responsive to the depiction of a signi?cant or noteWorthy

motion, quality, or relative siZe. A depicted character is a
representation of a character in image form. A reference is any
means that enables retrieving a visual depiction. A reference

character and/ or performer; (ii) identifying the performer(s)
and character(s) that may be present in the segment; (iii)

35

comprises, for example a direction, pointer, instructions,

associating With identi?ed characters a reference to a video

frame from Within the video preferably depicting a 2T-shot of
a single character; and (iv) creating a video map comprising

location to a source Within the video, associated With the

the segment de?nitions, identi?cations, and references. In
one such embodiment, the video is a full length theatrically
released motion picture, the segments are clips, and the iden

40

video, external to the video, remote to the video, or unrelated
to the video. In a preferred embodiment, the reference to a
visual depiction of a character comprises a time code (e.g.,
HHzMMzSSzFF) to a location Within the video from Which a

ti?cations and references Would enable an identi?cation of

depiction of the character may be extracted. Alternatively, for

the performer(s) and character(s) that may be depicted in an
individual clip Within the video. An example of alternative
embodiments of the system and method of the present inven

example, the reference to a visual depiction of a character
comprises a link to an image available at a Website or
45

Webpage.

tion comprises: (i) identifying the performer(s) and character

The data further comprises a reference to visual depiction

(s) that may be present in each of a plurality of video frames;

of a performer of a depicted character. Similarly as in the case
of a visual depiction of character, a visual depiction of a

(ii) associating With an identi?ed performer a reference to a

performer is a representation of a performer in image form. A

source of a visual depiction of the performer; and (iv) creating
a video map comprising the identi?cations and references. In
one such embodiment, the video is a full length theatrically

released motion picture, and the identi?cations and refer
ences Would enable a contemporaneously updated frame
accurate identi?cation of the character/performer actually
depicted in each video frame as the video frame is displayed.
These tWo examples suggest other possible embodiments
resulting from the possible combinations and substitutions of
the elements.
In an embodiment of an apparatus capable of processing a
video map or, more speci?cally, data, the data comprises a

50

reference is any means that enables retrieving a visual depic

tion. A reference comprises, for example a direction, pointer,

55

instructions, location to a source Within the video, associated
With the video, external to the video, remote to the video, or
unrelated to the video. In a preferred embodiment, the refer
ence to a visual depiction of a performer comprises a time
code (e.g., HHzMMzSSzFF) to a location Within the video
from Which a depiction of the performer may be extracted.

Alternatively, for example, the reference to a visual depiction
60

plurality of segment de?nitions each de?ning a video seg

of a performer comprises a link to a publicity headshot avail
able at a Website or Webpage. It should be appreciated that a
visual depiction of a performer need not be more than an

ment Within a video. The term segment refers to one or more

image of the performer performing the character Which may

video frames. A video frame is any image or partial image in
any digital or analog format comprising, for example, a frame

be extracted from Within the video as in the case of a visual

of video, a video ?eld, an I, B, or P frame. A video frame may
comprise audio information. A segment de?nition de?nes a
beginning and ending of a segment Within a video. A segment

65

depiction of character.
In such an exemplary embodiment, the apparatus performs
the step of receiving, from a user, during a playing of a video,
a request for information for identifying a performer of a
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character that is depicted during the playing of the video. As
is, for example, detailed With respect to FIG. 2A, FIG. 2B, and

former performance of a character, such as the character’s

best lines, subjects, memorable moments, etc.
In still another embodiment of an apparatus capable of
processing data, the data comprises a name of a performer of

FIG. 3, a user has a number of different Ways of sending or

transmitting a request for information to identify a performer
and/ or character. These include, for example, onscreen play
back controls, remote control keys, and voice control.

5

depicted character; the apparatus performs the steps of receiv

Accordingly receiving a request comprises being responsive

ing, from a user, during a playing of a video, a request for
information for identifying a performer of a character that is

to requests transmitted or sent by means of such user inter

faces. Information for identifying a performer of a character

depicted during the playing of the video; continuously iden

include, for example, the name of the performer that performs

tifying a current location in the video; continuously identify

the character and a visual representation of the performer that

ing a name of a performer associated With the continuously

performs that character.
The apparatus further performs the step of identifying a

identi?ed location; retrieving, responsive to the reference, a

visual depiction of the performer; and contemporaneously

current location in the video. A current location in the video

may be approximately the location in the video When the
request for information for identifying a performer Was
received, a location in the video Where the play of the video is
paused, and/ or any currently identi?able location in the video
during playback of the video. A location in the video may be
identi?ed by a variety of means including, for example, time

a character depicted Within a video frame of a video; and a

reference to a visual depiction of the performer of the

updating and providing, the user, the identi?ed name of the
performer and the visual depiction of the performer as the
video continues to be played.
The creation of the information in a video map supporting
20

the Who feature may be guided by Written guidelines and data
formats (“speci?cations”) that facilitate standardizing the

methodology implemented in de?ning segments and assign

codes in a seconds and milliseconds format or an HHzMM:

ing descriptors. Use of the speci?cations enhances the effec

SSzFF (Hours, Minutes, Seconds, and Frames) format, bit

tiveness of the Who function. In a preferred embodiment, the
creation of segments de?nitions is executed by a trained spe
cialist (“mapper”) guided by the speci?cations to create con

positions, logical positions identi?ers, or any format that can
consistently accurately identify a location in a video. A loca

25

tion may also be referred to as a position or place.

sistently elegant de?nitions of segments and identi?cation of

The apparatus further performs the step of identifying a
segment de?nition that includes the identi?ed location. Iden
tifying a segment de?nition that includes the identi?ed loca
tion comprises, for example, comparing the time code of the
identi?ed location and ?nding a segment de?nition Whose

characters and performers. A mapper has the advantage, over

currently feasible automated systems, of being capable of
providing qualitative differentiation and the capability to
30

Speci?cally, in a preferred embodiment, the speci?cations
for the Who function consists of the clip de?nition included
herein, the instruction to select, Where possible, a suitable 2T

beginning time code is the same or earlier than the time code
of the identi?ed location, and Whose ending time code is the
same or later than the time code of the identi?ed location.

Simply, the time code of the identi?ed location Would be
betWeen the beginning and ending time codes of the segment
de?nition.
The apparatus further performs the step of identifying a

shot of the character as an identifying image, and one of many
35

and usually smaller than a scene. A clip includes one or more

acters Within a location. A clip’s de?nition is responsive to a
40

herein, offer advantages not present in segment de?nitions
based on chapters or scenes, Which are much broader and
45

lengthier than clip and do not elegantly serve the objectives of
the Who function. There are 36 chapters in the motion picture
“Matrix Reloaded” With an average length of 230 seconds. By
contrast, in that video, there are approximately 245 clips With
an average length of 34 seconds. The de?nition of clips is

50

particularly advantageous When creating segment de?nitions

character. The term retrieve should be understood in the

broadest sense and comprises obtain, acquire, procure, doWn
load, transfer, extract, and to come into possession by any

for thematically interleaved content such as in the case of the
dance/ sex scene in chapter #8 of the motion picture “Matrix

means or methodology.

In this embodiment, the apparatus further performs the step
providing, the user, the identi?ed name of the depicted char
acter, the identi?ed name of the performer of the depicted

character, the visual depiction of the depicted character, and
the visual depiction of the performer of the depicted charac

55

As previously detailed, the apparatus may additionally

With different identi?cation information.

As previously indicated, a video map comprises, for
60

or information internal to the video and speci?c to that per

example, a combination, arrangement, table, listing, tables
and ?elds, database, metadata, or xml ?le, or other data com

prising segment information. Accordingly, segment informa

performer A ?lmography corresponding to the performer
comprises, for example, a brief biography, a list of other
videos that may be available, e.g., a ?lmography, a fan site,
personal information, a schedule of public appearances, and/

Reloaded”. In that instance, rather than a segment de?ned by
the chapter or by the interleaved scenes, a clip provides a
more narroWly de?ned set of identi?ed performers/charac
ters. Further, a clip associated With identi?cation information
may be congruent in one or more frames With a clip associated

ter.

retrieve and provide, the user, a ?lmography corresponding to
the performer of the depicted character. In this context the
term ?lmography should be understood as comprising any
extra information, data, depiction, and/or video relating to the

material change in the participation of the principal charac
ters, a material change in location, and/ or a distinct change in
thematic content or topic of conversation. Clips, as de?ned

the data comprising the name of a character depicted Within a
de?ned video segment and the name of a performer of a

depicted character. Similarly, the apparatus utiliZes the data to
retrieve, responsive to the reference, a visual depiction of the
depicted character; and to retrieve, responsive to the refer
ence, a visual depiction of the performer of the depicted

possible data formats detailed further beloW. As previously
detailed, A “clip” is a segment that is smaller than a chapter

contiguous shots, and usually depicts the same primary char

name of a character depicted Within a video segment de?ned

by the identi?ed segment de?nition; and identifying a name
of a performer of the depicted character. These steps utiliZe

research external sources of information.

tion may be provided by a variety of data formats. Means for
storing segment data comprise, for example, a text or ?at ?le,
65

an xml document, and/or ?elds and tables in a database. The

data format example that folloW illustrate, by Way of example,
that there are many design choices that are available in draft
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PerFirst (Alpha)
PerMiddle (Alpha)
PerLast (Alpha)

ing of the speci?cations’ guidelines and data formats, and the
corresponding processing software and data query routines.
For example, a “string” data format may require that: (i) the

Notwithstanding the simplicity of the illustrative database
embodiment, in a preferred embodiment segment informa

?rst letter in each word in a name of a performer or character

is capitalized; (ii) a period (“.”) connects the ?rst name to the
lishes the relationship between a Performer’s name and a

tion comprises such tables, ?elds, indexes, and relational
relationships to suit particular data and retrieval performance

character’ s name; (iv) the performer’ s name precede the char

objectives.

last name; (iii) an equal symbol (“I”) separates and estab
acter’s name; (V) a bracket (“[ ]”) separates a performer’s,

Mapping a video need not be the product of one or more

and/ or a character’s name from other keywords; (vi) the

specialists, a preferred embodiment may implement a com

bracket precedes and follows the performer’s/character’s

munity supported methodology. Enhancing the richness of

name; and (vii) the performer’s and character’ s name precede
any additional terms or keywords that may be included in the
string. For example, in a scene of the motion picture “Matrix

the mapping of segment while retaining a consistent and
e?icient coding may be accomplished by managing the con

tributions by a community supported methodology. The
advantage of a community supported methodology is the

Reloaded”, the characters Morpheus and Commander Lock

potential to maximiZe the number of performer/characters
that are correctly identi?ed. In a community supported meth
odology, a user with speci?c expertise in a motion picture

are speaking about the character Neo being “the One.” The
string data format would look as follows:

[Lawrence.FishbuInIMorpheus]

may contribute to the identi?cation of an extra in the motion

[Harry J . Lennix:Commander.Lock]Neo.

In this example, since Neo is not depicted in the clip, the
clip would only provide “Lawrence Fishbum as Morpheus”

20

and “Harry J. Lennix as Commander Lock” to a Who func

tion. A text ?le embodiment limited to performer/character

identi?cation information may, for example, comprise the

following elements:
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picture. This contribution may be internally reviewed by a
mapper or quality control supervisor, and/or be externally
reviewed by the user community. Adherence to the require
ments of the speci?cation and data formats promotes the
effectiveness of the architecture. The online encyclopedia
“Wikipedia” provides one of a number of community sup

CHA20:“CarrieAnn Moss as Trinity” PIC:20557

ported methodologies that serve as a production model. End

CHA45:“Matt McColm asAgent.Thompson” PICI35257

user contribution may be encouraged by the dynamics of its

Segment 92, 01152120117, 01152141114, CHA20, CHA45

economic model. Additionally or alternatively, end user con

An xml embodiment limited to performer/character iden

tribution is directly compensated by, for example, monetary
payments, or indirectly compensated by, for example, the

ti?cation information may, for example, comprise the follow

30

ing elements1

issuance of video content access minute credits in proportion
to the value of the amount of the contribution.
FIG. 5 is a ?ow chart of method for creating a video map.

<Segment>
<SegBegTime>01152120117</SegBegTime>
<SegEndTime>01 1521411 14</SegEndTime>
<SegCharacter>20</ Se gCharacter>
<SegCharacter>45 </ Se gCharacter>

In those embodiments, where a map creation process com
35

odology comprises steps of drafting a speci?cations 501 and

publishing, internally and/or externally, the speci?cations

</Segment>
<Character>
<ChaID>20</ChaID>

511. If a user collaborative methodology is implemented 510
alone or in combination with other methodologies, then it is
40

<ChaName>Trinity</ChaName>
<Pemame>Carrie Ann Moss</ChaName>
<ChaPic>20557</ChaPic>
</Character>
<Character>

prises the use of speci?cations, a video map production meth

advantageous to publicly publish the speci?cations 511.
Alternatively, no speci?cation is provided, and the user col
laborative methodology is left to directly or indirectly

develop its own speci?cations. Alternatively, in cooperation
with such collaborative methodology, exemplary video maps
45

may be published to serve as the speci?cation to enable the

community to proceed with video map production.

<ChaName>Agent Thomp son</ChaName>
<Pemame>Matt McColm</ChaName>
<ChaPic>35257</ChaPic>
</Character>
The data formats that are implemented in the text ?le
enable software routines to extract from the text ?le illustra
tion the same information that may be provided by the xml
illustration. Similarly, a database embodiment limited to per
former/character identi?cation information may, for

In a collaborative implementation of a preferred embodi

50

create draft video maps 517. If neither the users 520 nor an

internal staff performs quality control (“qc”) 530, then the
55

example, comprise the following database table, and ?elds

(data types):
Segments
SegID (AutoNumber)
SegBegTime (Number)
SegEndTime (Number)
ChaID (Number)
ChaFirst (Alpha)
ChaMiddle (Alpha)
ChaLast (Alpha)
ChaPic (Number)
PerID (Number)

ment, the user community may be provided with mapping
capability, e.g., software, 512 that facilitates the drafting of
maps by users 513. Alternatively, or in cooperative combina
tion with such collaborative methodology, e.g., trained map
pers 515 which have specialiZed mapping software 516, can
video maps produced by either the users 513 or the mappers
517 are published to end users 539 for use. If, as in other

collaborative methodologies, users here also provide quality

60

65

control 520, then work product of the users and/or the map
pers, as appropriate is published 521 for purposes of quality
control.
Users are provided with quality control capability 522 that
enables them to provide quality control for video maps 523.
Alternatively, or in cooperative combination with such col

laborative methodology 530, mappers perform, with the aid
of quality control training, software, and systems 535, an
independent or dependent quality control of the video maps
536. Video maps that have undergone quality control at the

US 8,494,346 B2
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external user level 523 or at the internal mapper level 536 are

cations module 602; iii) ?xed storage subsystem 603; iv)
removable storage subsystem 604; v) compact portable stor
age subsystem 605; vi) external video/audio input/output
support module 606; vii) multi-user modules 607; and viii)

in due course published 539 for use by the end users. Pub

lished video maps 539 need not remain static, instead, advan
tageously, video maps after they are published, and while
substantially completed, are viewed as work in progress 540.

multi-services modules 608.

This would enable the end users and/ or mappers to enhance
video maps over time.

The communications module 602 may be as simple as a
modem card or device, or as sophisticated as may be required
by a direct ?ber optic access to a remote video and commu

Notwithstanding the particular disclosure with respect to
FIG. 5, a particular video map production embodiment need
not produce all of the de?nitions and descriptors required to
support all of the features detailed herein or incorporated
herein by reference, and a video map need not be responsive
to any speci?cation and/or data format. As described above, a
video map need only consist of information directly or indi

nication services provider. The communications module may
support a plurality and variety of wired and wireless connec
tions to access a variety of networks. Additionally, the com

munications module may support a plurality of competing
broadcasts and on-demand video delivery systems. In this

fashion by merely depressing the appropriate keys in a remote

rectly identifying a beginning and ending of one or more
segments, and one or more descriptors that may be necessary

control device a user can easily switch between off the air

to support the Who function. Thus, in certain embodiments,
the steps of drafting a speci?cation 501 and publishing the
speci?cations 511, among other steps, may be omitted. Fur
ther, a particular set of steps of the video map production
methodology may be used for one feature, e.g., the Who
function, and a different set of steps of the video map produc
tion methodology may be used for a different feature, e.g.,

transmissions and on-line services. By this method a video
services provider can satisfy a wide range of video require

ments without necessarily utiliZing video-on-demand system
20

existing system, such as the electrical system, that may serve

Shopping.
The ?ow chart of FIG. 5 is intentionally drafted to highlight
the principal objects of a map creation methodology. As is
above detailed, a number of permutations, combinations, and
substitutions in the speci?c steps are possible. Further, recur
sive functions may be initiated at different points in the pro
cess than those illustrated. Still further, while for purposes of

as an antenna, or a local media server.
25

The ?xed memory sub system 603 refers to any nonvolatile

memory storage device principally utiliZed to randomly read/
write and store signi?cant quantities of information. An
example of a ?xed memory storage subsystem is a personal
computer’s hard disk drive.
30

illustration terms such “user”, “mapper, “capability”, “soft

The removable memory subsystem 604 refers to any non
volatile memory storage device principally utiliZed to trans

port information to and from two similarly equipped devices.
Examples of removable memory storage subsystems are elec

ware”, “intemal” and “extemal” are utilized to suggest useful
distinctions, clearly a user that produces a video map is a
mapper, and such user may use software and/or other capa

bilities to collaborate in the drafting of, or in the quality

capacity. In such instances a multimedia player may be con
nected to a local receiving means. The receiving means may
be, for a example, an indoor antenna, an outdoor antenna, an

tronic memories and removable hard disks. Electronic memo
35

ries comprise, for example, USB ?ash drives. The random

control of, a video map.
Preferred embodiments of the various inventive elements
disclosed herein utiliZe a multisource receiver transmitter

access disc module 601 is another example of a removable

multimedia player comprising synergistically integrated ran

access media 644 is principally distinguished from a remov

dom access and communications capabilities. The multime

storage subsystem.
The compact portable storage subsystem 605 and user
40

dia player comprises the various functions, capabilities and
components of a variety of consumer electronic systems

including, for example, an optical player and a gaming sys
tem, e.g., Sony PlayStation 3; a video recorder, e.g., 300-hr
TiVo® Series3TM HD Digital Media Recorder; a set-top box
capable of retrieving video-on-demand services from a

storage media, such as for example a ?ash drive, are also
45

to read/write information; electronic cards, in which the
information is stored in electronic components; magnetic

Explorer 8000; a multimedia computing device, e.g., Gate

cards and drives embodying magnetic storage technology,
50

herein by reference.

55

player, as per the various inventions detailed herein, com

prises the means and operational methods of, for example, (i)
customiZing a playing of a motion picture stored in an optical

readable disc; (ii) time shifting and customiZing the playing
of a motion picture obtained from, for example, a DBS trans

Blu-rays, DVDs, CDs, photo CDs, and interactive videos and
games, in a conventional manner. The wide range of video/
data discs that may be accommodated and the various con

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a multi-featured multi

(eg a multi-disc optical read/write drive) 601; ii) communi

It is intended that a full featured multimedia player addi

tionally “play” a variety of laser readable media, such as,

answering) with a playing (e.g. auto-replay) of a motion
picture; and (iv) auto-con?guring a host multimedia player.
and subsystems: i) random access video/data disc module

of the memory devices are directed at bringing attention to
functional capabilities of a multimedia player rather than to a
particular technology. The classi?cations are not intended to
restrict a subsystem to a particular classi?cation, limit the
selection of subsystems which may be implemented, or to

limit the function of the particular subsystem implemented.
60

mission; (iii) integrating communications (e.g. phone

media player 600 comprising the following primary modules

electronic memories and cartridges.
Clearly, a variety of memory devices are available utiliZing
technologies and combinations of technologies to suit par
ticular performance requirements. The above classi?cations

A multimedia player permits a user to obtain videos, mul
timedia, and other services from storage means within the
multimedia player, sources locally accessible, and/ or from a

remote services provider. Additionally, the multimedia

considered user access media 644. Examples of other remov
able storage media and user access media are: laser read/write

cards, in which at least one surface of the card permits a laser

remote video services provider, e.g., a Scienti?c Atlanta

way FX530XM; and a full-featured editing system, e.g., Avid
Xpress Pro. The teachings of such devices are incorporated

able storage subsystem 604 by the siZe of the media and the
greater variety of memory storage technologies that are gen
erally implemented. Nonetheless, some of the removable

65

?gurations are diagrammatically emphasiZed in FIG. 6 as the
?ve stacked circles and the ?ve circles inside the representa
tion of the video/data disc unit 601.

